28 August 2015

Ross Anderson
Deputy Director - UAL Awarding Body
University of the Arts London
16 John Islip Street
London
SW1P 4JU

Dear Ross

RE: UAL Awarding Body Level 2 Diploma in Music Performance & Production (601/6465/7)

I am writing to confirm that West Suffolk College (10007431) recognises and values the UAL Awarding Body Level 2 Diploma in Music Performance & Production, which provides a progression route to the next level of learning in the subject.

The Level 2 Diploma in Music Performance & Production provides students with opportunities to develop the skills, knowledge and understanding they need to progress successfully to Level 3. The qualification supports students to develop technical and specialist skills relevant to music performance and production and its related disciplines, together with broad soft skills such as communication, team-working, reflective practice and independent learning.

Students completing the UAL Awarding Body Level 2 Diploma in Music Performance & Production at West Suffolk College are able to progress to the UAL Awarding Body Level 3 Diploma in Music Performance & Production and/or the UAL Awarding Body Level 3 Extended Diploma in Music Performance & Production.

I also confirm that West Suffolk College is happy for this letter of support to be made available on the UAL Awarding Body website.

Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you require any further information.

Yours sincerely

Joe Stocking
Course Director for Music